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Figure 1: Some pictures rendered using our soft shadow mapping algorithm, at 16, 24, 30, 46 frames per second respectively,
without any precomputation.
Abstract
Recent soft shadow mapping techniques based on back-projection can render high quality soft shadows in real
time. However, real time high quality rendering of large penumbrae is still challenging, especially when multi-
layer shadow maps are used to reduce single light sample silhouette artifact. In this paper, we present an efficient
algorithm to attack this problem. We first present a GPU-friendly packet-based approach rendering a packet of
neighboring pixels together to amortize the cost of computing visibility factors. Then, we propose a hierarchical
technique to quickly locate the contour edges, further reducing the computation cost. At last, we suggest a multi-
view shadow map approach to reduce the single light sample artifact. We also demonstrate its higher image quality
and higher efficiency compared to the existing depth peelingapproaches.
Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.3]: Picture/Image Generation
1. Introduction
Shadows are one of the most important visual effect which
both increase the level of realism of a 3D scene, and help
to identify spatial relationships between objects. Assuming
a purely punctual light source, hard shadows can be effi-
ciently computed using either a shadow volume [Cro77] or
a shadow mapping [Wil78] based technique. However, since
real world light sources have some extent, higher shadow
realism is achieved by computing so called soft shadows.
Their accurate evaluation requires to integrate the illumina-
tion over the visible parts of the light, which is a computa-
tionally expensive procedure. Therefore, when performance
matters, a very common approximation is to assume the in-
coming illumination is constant over the light area. In that
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context, the problem of rendering soft shadows boils down
to the problem of computing the percentage of visibility be-
tween a point and an extended light source.
Among the wide soft shadow literature, most promising
approaches probably include the so called soft shadow vol-
umes [AAM03,FBP08] and soft shadow mapping [GBP06,
GBP07,SS07] based techniques. While the former ones usu-
ally generate more accurate results than image based tech-
niques, they are limited to polygonal meshes and their cost
highly depends on the geometry complexity. On the other
hand, image based techniques are tailored for high perfor-
mance, and can deal with all rasterizable geometries, thus
making them particularly attractive for real time graphicsap-
plications (e.g., games). In particular, soft shadow mapping
(SSM) methods based on back-projections treat the shadow
map as a uniform, spatially sorted, and discrete representa-
tion of the scene. The visibility coefficient of a given 3D
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point is then computed by back-projecting the occluding
shadow map samples onto the light source.
However, because the number of back-projected sam-
ples linearly depends on the light source area, the perfor-
mance of such methods drops significantly when rendering
large penumbrae. To overcome this issue, Guennebaudet al.
[GBP07] proposed both light space and screen space strate-
gies to locally adjust the precision according to some visual
heuristics. Such strategies are not plenty satisfactory asthe
quality degrade in complex situations [GBP07].
As a first contribution of this paper, we present a very fast
visibility integration procedure which is built upon the oc-
cluder contour extraction procedure with back-projectionof
Guennebaudet al. [GBP07]. The efficiency of our novel
algorithm comes from two main ingredients. First, we pro-
pose an optimized hierarchical algorithm to extract the oc-
cluder contours from the shadow map. Our strategy recon-
structs exactly the same contours as the original method, but
with significantly fewer shadow map queries. Secondly, we
exploit the screen space coherence of the penumbrae via a
packet-based algorithm computing the visibility factors of
multiple neighboring pixels at once. This approach is moti-
vated by the excellent results obtained with packet based ray
tracers [Wal04]. As in the ray tracing context, using packets
amortizes the hierarchical traversal and contour extraction
costs (including the respective memory reads) for a speed
up factor proportional to the packet size. Overall, we ob-
served outstanding performance gain up to a factor 20 with-
out any accuracy loss. To our knowledge, this is the first time
a packet-based method has been used in such a context.
Another well known limitation of soft shadow mapping
methods is the shadow underestimation which might occur
when occluders have a high depth range. Indeed, a shadow
map only represents the parts of the scene seen from a single
point. Therefore, some occluder parts might not be taken into
account. While this issue can be addressed using multi-layer
shadow maps [SS07,BCS08], such an approach is extremely
costly as the number of required layers to get a significant
improvement might be arbitrarily large.
As another contribution of this paper, we present and dis-
cuss a multi-view shadow map approach to reduce this single
light sample artifact. In particular, we show it can produce
higher image quality with respect to shadow map aliasing,
and higher performance than a multi-layer approach.
2. Related Work
During the last decade, much research work has been de-
voted to the real-time rendering of soft shadows. In this sec-
tion we will focus on the most recent and related techniques,
and refer to the literature for a more complete survey of older
methods [HLHS03].
2.1. Object Based Soft Shadows
In the category of object based methods, Assarssonet al.ex-
tended shadow volumes [Cro77] with penumbra-wedges to
render soft shadows [AAM03]. For each silhouette edge, a
penumbra-wedge is constructed, rasterized, and back pro-
jected onto the light source to accumulate the occluded
area of the light. This method neglects the overlapping of
multiple occluders leading to overestimated shadows. This
effect can be partly reduced using some blending heuris-
tics [FBP06]. A more robust approach is to generate multiple
light samples, and track the occlusion of each sample using
counters [LAA ∗05]. Forestet al. [FBP08] extended this last
technique to make it suitable for interactive rendering of dy-
namic scenes.
Eisemann and Décoret [ED07] presented a GPU based
visibility sampling framework generating ani fluence re-
gion for each triangle. In contrast to the previous silhouette
based approaches, this method does not suffer from thesin-
gle light sample silhouetteartifacts, and requires only one bit
per light sample to track the visibility. Another notable dif-
ference is that theinfluence regionsare rasterized in the light
space instead of the view space introducing aliasing. This
drawback has been addressed by Sintornet al. [SEA08] us-
ing alias free shadow maps [AL04]. Unfortunately, the per-
formance of their approach drops as the distribution of the
view samples in the light space becomes too uneven. John-
sonet al. presented a similar work [JHH∗09] on the new
Larabee architecture using an analytical integration of the
light visibility.
2.2. Convolution Based Soft Shadows
Image based soft shadow methods estimate the penumbrae
from shadow maps [Wil78]. Owing to this additional dis-
cretization, such methods are likely to generate shadows
with lower quality than object based ones. On the other hand,
they are not limited to polygonal meshes, and their cost is al-
most independent on the scene complexity.
Assuming a single occluder parallel to the light, it has
been shown that percentage closer filtering [RSC87] can be
extended to produce plausible soft shadows [SS98, Fer05,
ED06,ADM∗08]. While such approaches lead to impressive
performance, in terms of accuracy, they cannot be compared
to methods based on a visibility integration.
2.3. Soft Shadow Mapping with Backprojection
In shadow mapping techniques with back-
projection [AHL∗06, GBP06], the complex geometry
of the occluders is replaced by a simple shadow map. Each
shadow map texel is considered as a rectangularmic opatch
parallel to the light source (Figure2-a). For each view
pixel, shadow map texels are classified as occluder or
background by comparing their depth values to the pixel’s
depth. During this classification, the visibility is integrated
by accumulating the area of the light occluded by each
occludingmicropatch. This is achieved by backprojecting
the micropatchesonto the light source plane, whence
the name of the method. Owing to the discrete nature of
the representation, this algorithm is prone to gaps (i.e.,
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Figure 2: (a) SSM: Micropatch interpretation versus con-
tour reconstruction. (b) Kernel computation.
some occluded parts of the light are not removed) and
overlapping (i.e., some parts are removed more than once)
artifacts [GBP06].
To overcome this problem, Schwarz and Stamminger pro-
posed to reconstruct a continuous quad-mesh connecting the
centers of the occluding samples [SS07]. Then, they per-
formed a discrete integration using light samples. In the
same vein, Guennebaudet al. proposed to simply recon-
struct a continuous contour of the occluders [GBP07] using
a marching square algorithm (Figure2-a). Contour edges are
then backprojected onto the light source to perform an ana-
lytical radial integration of the occluded light area around the
light center as in the penumbra-wedge technique [AAM03].
Because of its high efficiency, we chose to base our work on
this contour based SSM technique.
Since it is not conceivable to search for occluders over
the whole shadow map for every view pixel, several op-
timization techniques have been designed. Guennebaudet
al. showed that the search area, that we will callkernel
(Figure 2-b), can be drastically reduced using a hierarchi-
cal shadow map (HSM) [GBP06]. A HSM is equivalent to a
quadtree structure where each texel (or node) stores both the
minimal and maximal depth values of its covered region. The
HSM is used to quickly compute depth bounds of the current
search area to iteratively refine it, and to quickly classifyand
prune fully lit and fully occluded pixels.
A HSM is simple to use but too conservative. In con-
trast, a multi-scale shadow map (MSSM) [SS07], which is
a variant of the neighborhood-buffer [Déc05], allows to ac-
curately query any power-of-two sized square via a single
texture fetch, and any rectangular regions with four fetches
only. Thus a MSSM yields much tighter kernels and a better
classification of penumbra pixels [SS07]. In this paper we
adopt this MSSM structure, and extend it to a hierarchical
traversal of the kernel for further enhanced performance.
However, for a large light source, even an ideal kernel
might still be arbitrarily large. By trading the quality, it
is possible to bound the kernel size via the use of lower
levels of the HSM [GBP06]. In order to generate smooth
penumbrae, special care has to be taken at the level transi-
tions [GBP07,SS08]. Finally, the ratio performance/quality
can be further traded taking advantage of the low frequency
of soft shadows [GBP07]: the visibility is computed for a
fraction of screen pixels inversely proportional to an estima-
tion of the screen space size of the penumbrae, and a con-
tinuous information is reconstructed afterwards using a non
linear screen space filter [GBP07].
Unfortunately, these two last acceleration techniques re-
quire many additional passes which become expensive as the
number of shadow maps increases. Moreover the heuristics
controlling the precision take into account a single occluder
depth. Therefore the quality significantly degrade in com-
plex situations where many occluders with various depths
interact. In contrast, our acceleration techniques do not per-
form any compromise on the quality while keeping a simple
overall algorithm.
3. Overview
An overview of our rendering algorithm is given in Algo-
rithm 1. From a high level point of view, it is very similar to
a standard SSM technique. The main differences are in steps
6 to 8 where the visibility is computed using our very fast
procedure. For the visibility integration itself, we reuseth
contour extraction with backprojection technique [GBP07].
However, instead of evaluating the visibility for each view
pixel independently, we propose to exploit the screen space
coherence of the penumbrae by evaluating it per packet of
w×h pixels (step 7, section4.1). Packets which are not co-
herent enough, i.e., packets containing pixels with different
contours or for which the kernels do not overlap much, are
quickly detected (step 6, section4.3) and processed pixel-
wise in a second pass (step 8).
The steps 7 and 8 are further optimized using a hierarchi-
cal traversal of the kernels which significantly reduces the
number of visited shadow map samples (section4.2). In par-
ticular, we based our traversal on a multi-scale shadow map
(MSSM) structure that will allow us to reach higher perfor-
mance than with a naive quadtree traversal. Recall that the
Algorithm 1 Overview of our rendering algorithm
1 Create a position buffer: render the scene from the view point
while storing the 3D position in the light space;
2 Subdivide the light source into S×Sequal-sized sub-lights
For each sub-light
3 Render a shadow map from the sub-light center;
4 Build a multi-scale version of the shadow map [SS07];
5 Compute the kernels of all points in the position buffer,
and remove fully lit or fully occluded view pixels [GBP06];
6 Classify pixel packets as coherent and non-coherent
7 Compute visibility factors of coherent pixels
by packet of w×h pixels;
8 Compute visibility factors of remaining pixels;
9 Render the final image using the visibility factors;
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Figure 3: Illustration of the kernels in a2×2 pixel packet.
MSSM is also used in step 5 to compute tight kernels as de-
scribed in [SS07].
The last main difference is the optional step 2 which aims
to reduce the single light sample artifact by subdividing lar e
light sources into multiple smaller ones (section5).
4. Fast Visibility Evaluation
In this section we focus on the visibility evaluation proce-
dure corresponding to the main steps 7 and 8 of the over-
all algorithm. Without loss of generality, we will considera
single square light source of sizewl . As we already said,
it is based on the contour extraction with backprojection
method [GBP07]. In a nutshell, for each visible pointp, this
algorithm associates to each shadow map samples of its re-
spective kernel a binary valuef (s) which is 1 (occluder) if
its depth values is smaller than the depth ofp, and 0 oth-
erwise (non-occluder). Then, a 2D variant of the marching
cube algorithm is applied on the dual grid connecting the
centers of the shadow map samples to detect and reconstruct
the contour edges. Figures2, 4 give some examples. Every
time an edge has been detected, it is backprojected onto the
light source to radially integrate the occluded area.
In the rest of this section we present our complemen-
tary packet-based and hierarchical optimizations of this al-
gorithm. As we will show they respectively take advantage
of the screen space and light space coherence without loss of
quality.
4.1. Coherent Visibility Evaluation
Kernel coherence analysis
Consider a setq of neighboring view pixels. Unless this set
crosses an object silhouette, their corresponding 3D points
pi are very close to each other, and consequently their pro-
jectionsp′i onto the shadow map are also likely to be very
close, as illustrated in Figure3. Recall that the kernelki of
a pointpi with depthzpi , is a square region centered atp
′
i .
Therefore, the amount of overlap of the kernels depends on
their respective widthwpi :
wpi = αwl
(
1
zoccmini
−
1
zpi
)
, (1)
whereα is the light space to shadow map space scale factor,
andzoccmini is the minimal depth value of the occluders inside
Figure 4: Illustration of the contour extraction algorithm.
The gray squares represent the occluding samples while the
dashed grid corresponds to the dual grid. The current high-
lighted2×2 block of the marching square algorithm yields
the blue edge of the contour.
the pyramid formed by the light and the pointpi (Figure2-
b). Since the pointspi are assumed to be close, the depth
differences|zpi − zp j | are very small, and the pyramidal re-
gions containing the occluders are likely to overlap much.
Thus, the difference between thezoccmini values is likely to be
small, and so does the kernel size difference (eq.1).
Finally, this empirically shows that there exist a strong
coherence in the kernels of neighboring pixels, i.e., their
respective kernels are likely to overlap very much except
nearby the silhouettes as depicted in Figure5 (left). Intu-
itively, the amount of non coherence of the set of points
q = {pi} can be quantified by the area of the kernelski out-
side the reference kernelk0:
max
i
{
|ki \k0|
|ki |
}
, (2)
where |·| denotes the area. This empirical measurement is
depicted in Figure5 (right) showing a strong kernel coher-
ence in this scene.
Packet-wise evaluation
The initial visibility evaluation algorithm extracts the oc-
cluder contours for each visible point individually. The pre-
vious observations suggest a big optimization opportunityby
evaluating the visibility per packet ofw×h coherent screen
pixels.
The algorithm starts by evaluating the coherence of each
packet (step 6 in Algorithm1). Non coherent packets are
marked and their visibility will be computed pixel-wise in
a second pass. Note that accurate coherence measurements
tailored for our specific algorithm, will be derived later in
section4.3.
Our modified packet-wise visibility shader is described in
Algorithm 2. This shader takes as input a single packet and
returnswh visibility coefficients (using multiple render tar-
gets ifwh> 4).
Given the input packet, we start by computing a common
packet kernelby taking the axis aligned bounding box of the
w×h pixels’ kernels.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the kernel size (left) and coherence
(right). Blue indicates a small value, while red indicates a
large value. Pixels with zero sized kernel are rendered with
shading and textures.
Next, the common occluder contour edges are extracted
by examining each block of 2× 2 shadow map samples
which overlaps thepacket kernel. Since we are considering
multiple shaded points at once, the computation of the sta-
tus value f (s) of a samples has to be slightly modified as
follows:
f (s) =



1, i f zs ≤ zpmin;
null, i f zpmin < zs < zpmax;
0, i f zpmax≤ zs.
(3)
wherezs is the depth value ofs, andzpmin, zpmaxare the mini-
mal and maximal light space depth values of the packet. Note
that a status value ofnull indicates the sample partially oc-
cludes the packet, i.e., some pixels in the packet are occluded
by the sample, while others are not. In practice, this means
the pixels of the packet do not have the same occluder con-
tours. When such a case arises, the packet is marked as non
coherent, and its respective pixels will be processed pixel-
wise with the other non coherent packets.
Once the four status values of the 2×2 block have been
computed, we apply the marching square rules as in the stan-
dard algorithm [GBP07]. If an edge is detected, then it has to
be processed separately for each point of the packet. Indeed,
this very last step, which includes the backprojection and
the radial integration of the occluded area, entirely depends
on the exact positions of the input points and thus it cannot
be factorized. Nevertheless, we emphasize that all the rest
of the algorithm, such as the expensive shadow map texture
accesses and the contour extraction logic, is now performed
only once per block ofw×h pixels.
Algorithm 2 Packet-based evaluation
Input: a packet ofw×h points
Output: wh visibility coefficients
construct an extended kernel for the packet;
for each block of 2×2 samples in the extended kerneldo
if it contains a contour edgethen
construct the contour edge;
for each point in the packetdo
back-project the edge onto the light plane;
radially integrate the covered light area;
Figure 6: Depth range relationships between a node of the
MSSM and a packet. Cases 4 and 5 do not produce any oc-
cluder edges.
4.2. Hierarchical Contour Extraction
In the above basic contour extraction procedure, all the 2×2
sample blocks in the kernel are processed one after the other.
Most of them, however, do not generate any contour edge,
because they are either completely inside or completely out-
side the occluder. To obtain further acceleration, we take
advantage of this light space coherence of the contour us-
ing a hierarchical extraction procedure. This will allow us
to quickly skip blocks of samples that do not produce any
contour edge.
Note that such an idea has already been proposed with a
micropatch interpretation of the shadow map [DU07]. In this
work, the shadow map is converted to a min-max quadtree
structure (i.e., a HSM), which is then traversed in a depth-
first order from the top root node for every view pixel. Dur-
ing the traversal, branches which cannot occlude the light
are quickly detected and pruned.
Our algorithm follows the same general principle but with
several differences. First, instead of using a basic min-max
HSM, we propose to reuse the more accurate MSSM data
structure. Letr be the resolution of the shadow map. A
MSSM is made oflog(r) levels, each containingr × r texels
(nodes). A texel (i, j) at levell stores the minimal and max-
imal depth values in a neighborhood region of size 2l × l
centered around the texel [SS07]. The depth bounds of any
power-of-two sized square region can be queried with a
single texture fetch. As we will show, doing a hierarchi-
cal traversal through a MSSM is as simple as with a basic
quadtree, but it will allow us to reduce the number of visited
branches.
Secondly, we have to adapt the algorithm to the extraction
of contours. Let us remind that the contour extraction proce-
dure works in the dual grid and it has to examine every 2×2
sample block having a depth range overlapping the packet
depth range. This means the samples, and consequentely the
nodes of the hierarchy, cannot be considered separately any-
more. To overcome this apparent difficulty, we slightly mod-
ify the way the MSSM is built such that it matches the dual
shadow map grid. Instead of initializing the first level of the
MSSM with a copy of the shadow map, we initialize each
texel (i, j) of the first level with the minimal and maximal
depth values of the four adjacent samples(i, j), (i + 1, j),
(i, j + 1), and (i + 1, j + 1). In other words, now the first
level contains the depth range of all possible 2× blocks
of the shadow map such that there is no need to look at the
neighboring MSSM texels during the traversal.
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In order to reduce the number of visited nodes, instead of
starting the traversal from the top root node [DU07], we start
from the node of the lowest levelℓ which entirely covers the
current kernel and such that its top and left sides match the
top and left sides of the kernel. Intuitively, a MSSM can be
seen as a set of quadtrees computed for every different off-
sets. Therefore, once we have selected the starting node, we
have instantiated a single quadtree that we can easily follow
without any overhead.
During the traversal, the depth range of the current node
is compared to the depth range of the current packet yield-
ing the six possibilities depicted in Figure6. If the node
cannot occlude the light (case 4), or completely occlude it
(case 5), then the branch does not contain any contours, and
it is pruned. Otherwise, we go down to the next finer level
and check the four children. This procedure is iteratively r-
peated until the finest level is reached. To manage the recur-
sivity, we adopt the efficient stack implementation [DU07]
which is sketched in Algorithm3.
Compared to a standard HSM, the main advantage of the
MSSM is that the instantiated quadtree much better matches
the given kernel, thus allowing to significantly reduce the
number of visited nodes. As an example, let us consider a
8×8 kernel where no branch gets pruned. Then, a HSM will
need to visit between 21 (= 1+ 22 + 42) and 57 nodes to
reach the leaves, while a MSSM will always visit only 21
nodes. Of course, this example with a power-of-two sized
kernel is a best case scenario for the MSSM, and in the worst
case both data structures perform equally well. As another
advantage, reusing the MSSM which has be used to com-
pute tight kernels, prevents the need to compute and store a
second data structure.
Finally, we emphasize that a hierarchical approach is
much more effective at the extraction of contours rather than
micropatches [DU07]. Indeed, in our case, we can not only
prune branches which does not belong to an occluder part,
but also branches which entirely belong to an occluder, and
thus discard many more samples as illustrated in Figure7.
Furthermore, the combination of a hierarchical traversal with
a packet-wise evaluation is particularly efficient as the lat r
allows to better amortize the cost of the former.
Algorithm 3 Hierarchical contour extraction
get the noden covering the current kernel;
i=-1; // index of current child
loop
if ++i==4 then
pop (i,n.level) from the stack;// and update node n
end if
if noden and packet depth ranges overlapthen
if n.level==0then
extract and process contour edge;
else
push (i,n.level) onto the stack;
goto first child; // i=-1; n.level–; etc.
end if
end if
Our method [DU07] method
Figure 7: Comparison of the pruning capability of our con-
tour based hierarchical approach, and the micropatches
based approach [DU07]. Occluder nodes are shown in yel-
low, overlapping ones in grey, and empty ones in white.
Skipped nodes are marked with a red cross.
Figure 8: Illustration of the number of visited shadow map
samples per pixel using our technique (top-right), [DU07]
(bottom-left), and only a MSSM (bottom-right).
4.3. Coherence Measurement
In sub section4.1, we gave an intuitive and general defini-
tion of a coherent packet. In this section we strive to take
into account the specificities of our algorithm to derive more
accurate coherence measurements. Recall that the goal is to
quickly determine for each packet whether a packet-wise or
pixel-wise evaluation is better suited (step 6 in Algorithm1).
As a first condition, we want a coherent packet to have
non diverging contours, i.e., all of its points yield the same
contour. Let us assume a uniform distribution of the shadow
map samples in the depth range of the current kernel. Then,
according to equation (3), the probabilityPnull that a given
sample of the kernel yields a diverging contour, i.e., the
probability it has anull status, corresponds to the ratio be-
tween, 1) the intersection of the packet and kernel depth
ranges, and 2) the kernel depth range:
Pnull =
max{min{zpmax, z̄max}−max{zpmin, z̄min},0}
z̄max− z̄min
(4)
wherez̄min and z̄max respectively denote minimal and max-
imal depth values of the kernel. Let ¯wp be the width of the
kernel, then the probabilityPd(q) that a given packetq has
different contours is given by:
Pd(q) = 1− (1−Pnull)
w̄2p . (5)
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Figure 9: Soft shadows rendered under increasing size of square lights. T e numbers correspond to the light size.
Finally, a packet will be classified as non coherent if its di-
verging probabilityPd(q) is greater than a given threshold
Td. In practice we found the choice ofTd = 0.8 yields very
good results with a very low percentage of false positives
and false negatives.
In addition to the previous condition, we must ensure that
the respective kernels sufficiently overlap such that a packet-
wise evaluation will pay off. In order to determine which is
the best strategy, we propose to compare the estimations of
their respective costs using an empirical cost model. LetQn,
Qe, andQv be the cost to process a node, to extract an edge,
and to accumulate the visibility respectively. Let ¯wp andwi
be the kernel width of the packet and of theith point of the
packet respectively. In addition, let us assume the number
of extracted contour edges is equal to the width of the pro-
cessed kernel. Then for the packet strategy, the number of
visited nodes islog(w̄p)w̄p, the edge extraction cost isQew̄p,
and since the visibility accumulation cannot be factorized,
its cost for a packet isQvwhw̄p. The cost of the pixel-wise
strategy is obtained by summing the processing cost of each
pixel of the packet. Under these assumptions, the cost ratio
between the two strategies is given by:
Qnlog(w̄p)w̄p +(Qe+Qvwh)w̄p
∑i Qnlog(wi)wi +(Qe+Qv)wi
(6)
Therefore, a packet with a ratio greater than one will be
marked as non coherent. In practice, these three parameters
are implementation dependent. We fixedQn = 1, and auto-
matically tuned the values of the other two by running a two
dimensional optimization algorithm on the average render-
ing time of a typical scene. This step has only to be done
once.
Finally, we emphasize that the two above heuristics influ-
ence only the performance. In particular, if a non-coherent
packet is misclassified as coherent, then it will be caught
during the packet contour extraction (section4.1) and pro-
cessed pixel-wise in a second step.
5. Multi-view shadow maps
Using a single shadow map as a representation of the whole
scene may miss some occluders, and shadows are under-
estimated [GBP06]. To reduce this limitation, it has been
suggested to use multi-layer shadow maps computed from
a depth peeling procedure [BCS08,SS07].
Alternatively, we suggest a multi-view shadow map ap-
proach where the input light is divided intoS×S equally
sized sub-lights. The visibility factors are computed indivi -
ually for each sub-light, and then they are averaged to get the
visibility factor of the whole light. Note that for each sub-
light we have to construct its own shadow map and MSSM
structure. Of course, in practice only one shadow map and
one MSSM are allocated and reused using a multi-pass im-
plementation.
Without additional information about the target applica-
tion, it is difficult to establish which method performs bet-
ter at reducing the single shadow map artifact. Indeed, it is
very easy to design examples where one method outperforms
the other, and conversely (e.g., see Figure10). On the other
hand, as illustrated in Figure11, increasing the number of
multi-view shadow maps, increase the effective resolution
of the scene seen from the light source, thus reducing the
aliasing artifacts at shadow edges. In contrast, a depth peel-
ing approach renders all shadow map layers from the center
of the light, and thus the effective resolution is bounded to
the resolution of a single shadow map.
Furthermore, we argue that regarding performance, multi-
view shadow maps are very efficient as they do not increase
the number of depth sample queries. Indeed, letn be the
number of shadow map texels contained in the kernel of
a given pointp. According to equation (1), when a single
shadow map is used, we have:
n = (wp)
2 = (αwl )
2
(
1
zoccmin
−
1
zp
)2
. (7)
With a multi-layer approach, assumingm layers are used, the
number of visited samplesnml would naively benml = mn.
Though not mentioned in their paper, Schwarz and Stam-
minger’s approach [SS07] can be further optimized by com-
Figure 10: Example of a tricky case for the multi-view ap-
proach with 4 sub-lights.
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(a) GBP07 - 22 fps (b) Ours (S= 2) - 67 fps (c) Ours (S= 4) - 18 fps
(d) Reference (e) SS07 (4 Layers) - 13 fps (f) BCS08 (4 Layers)- 14 fps
Figure 11: Comparison of various techniques addressing the single shadow map artifact. The reference image has been com-
puted from the average of 1024 high resolution hard shadow maps. Every single shadow map is of1024× 1024, and we
implemented all methods to use a MSSM to compute the kernels.
puting a different MSSM for each layer. Letzoccminj be the
minimal occluder depth for the layerj . Then, the optimized
number of visited pixels is:
nml = (αwl )
2 ∑
j=1..m
(
1
zoccminj
−
1
zp
)2
. (8)
Even though we havezoccminj ≥ z
occ
min, since for j = 1 these two
quantities are equal, it is clear that form> 1 we havenml >
n. On the other hand our multi-view shadow map approach
subdivides the light source intoS×Ssub-lights, and so the
number of visited shadow map samples is:
nmv = (α
wl
S
)2 ∑
k=1..S2
(
1
zoccmink
−
1
zp
)2
. (9)
Let us assume each sub shadow map view covers the same
region as the initial main view. Thenzoccmink = z
occ
min holds
for each sub-view, and we haven = nmv. This shows that
in contrast to multi-layers, our multi-view approach does
not increase the total number of visited samples, thus prov-
ing its higher efficiency. Of course, this theoretical result
only holds for the visibility computation part, and both ap-
proaches still require the computations of multiple shadow
maps and MSSM structures which are significantly expen-
sive for complex scenes.
We acknowledge that the possibility of using multi-view
shadow maps has already been mentioned [GBP06, SS07].
However, to the best of our knowledge, it has never been
studied in detail for its high efficiency and quality, nor com-
pared to depth peeling approaches.
6. Results and Discussions
We have implemented our soft shadow mapping algorithm
using DirectX 10.0, and HLSL shader mode 4.0. The re-
sults presented in this section were measured using a 1.8GHz
CPU with a NVIDIA GTX280 graphics card. Note that in
this section, results reported as [GBP07] actually correspond
to our own algorithm implementation with the packet and
hierarchical optimizations disabled. In particular, unlike the
original method, we included the computation of tighter ker-
nels using the MSSM, but disabled the adaptive precision
strategies as they reduce the quality.
Packet size choice
The most important parameter of our algorithm is certainely
the size of the packets. Figure12shows average performance
results obtained to render the scene of Figure1-a using three
different image resolutions, and six packet size configura-
tions. These results were obtained without the hierarchical
optimization. As it can be expected, larger image resolutions
give better results with larger packets. Indeed, smaller packet
sizes can not fully utilize the higher coherence given by a
larger image, while larger packets may break the coherence.
Since increasing the size of the light increases the screen
space size of the penumbrae, large light sources suggest the
use of larger packets.
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Figure 12: Effect of the packet sizes on the performance for
different image resolutions.
Of course, the choice of the packet size also depends on
many other criteria such as the geometry complexity. In ad-
dition, larger packets usually need more GPU registers that
negatively affects its parallelism, preventing a full utilization
of the GPU computation power. For all these reasons, for our
current implementation and our test GPU, we found conser-
vative packet sizes such as 2×2 or 3×3 packets to be good
default choices.
Performance
Figure13shows the effect on the performance of our packet
based and hierarchical traversal optimizations. These results
were obtained with a single shadow map for the scene in
Figure9, using various light sizes, a 1280×1024 buffer, and
3× 3 packets. As can be seen, our packet optimization al-
ways speeds up the computation even in the case of small
penumbrae which exhibits a small coherence. Our hierarchi-
cal optimization yields another significant acceleration fac-
tor, from 1.5 to 4 times faster. This makes our overall algo-
rithm an order of magnitude faster for large light sources.
The percentage of coherent packets among all the non triv-
ial packets for light sizes of 40, 80, and 160 (Figure9) are
52%,68% and 88% respectively.
Our algorithm is very efficient at rendering low frequency
shadows, or dealing with multiple light sources. For in-
stance, Figure1-b has been rendered using 9 textured light
sources to coarsely simulate the environment lighting. Using
512× 512 shadow maps, this scene is rendered at 24 FPS
using our packet-based hierarchal method, that is ten times
faster than Guennebaudet al.’s method [GBP07].
A hard case scenario for our method is a scene with many
fine details breaking the coherence, such as Figure1-d. Nev-
ertheless, even in such a case, we found our algorithm still
performs twice as fast as [GBP07] for a render buffer of
1280×1024 pixels, and 2×2 packets.
Figure8 shows that with our hierarchical traversal algo-
rithm, the number of visited shadow map samples is signifi-
cantly reduced compared to only using a MSSM [SS07], or
compared to the previous hierarchical method [DU07].
Figure1-c shows a scene with an omni-directional light
source (handled with 6 shadow maps) closely surrounded by
an object. In such a case, standard SSM methods exhibit very
Figure 13: Performance comparison of our different opti-
mizations.
low performance because the minimal occluder depth value
zoccmin in eq. (1) and Figure2 is extremely small, and yields
huge kernels. On the other hand our hierarchical approach
allows to quickly prune very large parts of the initial kernel,
and thus maintain real-time rates with a speed up of a factor
20.
Discussions
In our current system, the size of the packets has to be fixed
once for all. As we saw, optimal packet sizes essentially de-
pend on the screen space frequency of the penumbra. There-
fore, significant speed enhancement could probably be ob-
tained by extending our algorithm to automatically select the
best packet size, not only for each frame, but also locally for
each pixel of the screen.
Higher performance could also be obtained by improving
the GPU parallelism. In particular, we suggest the use of a
prefix-scan [HSO07] algorithm to pack the selected pack-
ets or pixels before processing them. Moreover, even though
we presented our algorithm for current GPUs, we believe
that our packet-based and hierarchical approaches are also
very well tailored for other massively multi-core architec-
tures such as Intel’s Larrabee.
Also note that further acceleration can also be obtained by
adopting the light space adaptive precision strategy of Guen-
nebaud et al. [GBP07]. In practice, it suffices to stop the re-
cursive traversal at a given level selected on a per packet
basis. In that respect, the two approaches appear to be com-
plementary.
When the number of practical lights increase, for in-
stance, using multiple sub-lights, and/or omnidirectional
light sources represented by six orthogonal sub-lights, the
rendering time can become largely dominated by the render-
ing of the scene in the shadow maps and the construction
of the MSSM. In order to get further overall speed improve-
ments, future research should not only focus on the visibility
computation part, but also on improving the construction of
multiple shadow maps and multiple MSSMs, or investigate
novel faster data structures.
From the quality point view, our method suffers from the
same limitations than the original contour based SSM. In
particular, it is important to recall that noticeable aliasing
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artifacts occur when the penumbrae become sharp, and/or,
in the case of distant objects. To overcome this limitation,
one could investigate the combination of SSM with, e.g.,
parallel-split shadow maps [ZSXL06] which allow to refine
the shadow map where more accuracy is needed.
7. Conclusion
We have presented a packet-based hierarchical soft shadow
mapping method for rendering convincing soft shadows in
dynamic scenes with outstanding real time performance. To
this end, we showed the SSM kernels exhibit a very high
coherence. That motivated us to design a packet-based al-
gorithm amortizing floating point operations and texture
fetches across multiple screen pixels. To further enhance
the performance we proposed a hierarchical method which
quickly prunes large blocks of trivial samples. We showed
this later optimization allowed us to get rid of the huge per-
formance penalty of previous SSM methods when dealing
with occluders close to the light source. At last, we presented
and discuss multi-view shadow maps as a solution to the
single shadow map artifacts. We showed its superior perfor-
mance and antialiasing capability than multi-layer methods.
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